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Abstract
Management operations are a major source of outages for
networks. A number of best practices designed to reduce
and mitigate such outages are well known, but their enforce-
ment has been challenging, leaving the network vulnerable
to inadvertent mistakes and gaps which repeatedly result in
outages. We present our experiences with CAPA, Google’s
“containment and prevention architecture” for regulating man-
agement operations on our cluster networking fleet. Our goal
with CAPA is to limit the systems where strict adherence to
best practices is required, so that availability of the network
is not dependent on the good intentions of every engineer and
operator. We enumerate the features of CAPA which we have
found to be necessary to effectively enforce best practices
within a thin “regulation“ layer. We evaluate CAPA based on
case studies of outages prevented, counter-factual analysis of
past incidents, and known limitations. Management-plane-
related outages have substantially reduced both in frequency
and severity, with a 82% reduction in cumulative duration of
incidents normalized to fleet size over five years.

1 Introduction

Cloud applications require high availability from cloud in-
frastructure. Application deployment patterns vary from non-
replicated (single-zone) services to multi-regional replicated
services designed for 24/7 global availability [7]. To accom-
modate this range of deployment patterns, cloud infrastructure
must ensure high baseline availability within a zone, and fail-
ure domain independence across zones. Networking, as a
baseline dependency for other infrastructure and services, is
particularly critical for availability.

Despite the criticality of networking, single-zone and cor-
related multi-zone network failures take place frequently (e.g.,
[6, 46, 71] in March 2022 alone). At Google, we find that
≥ 58% of cluster (datacenter) network outages since 2018
result from management operations. Previous research has
recommended a number of best practices for executing op-
erations in order to improve availability [1, 8, 25]. These

recommendations include defining failure domain boundaries,
ensuring progressive and supervised change rollout, defense-
in-depth, consistency across planes, invariant monitoring, etc.
While these best practices are well understood, major cloud
providers continue to suffer outages that in hindsight could
have been prevented by application of these practices.

In our experience managing Google’s fleet of cluster net-
works, several challenges make it difficult for engineers and
operators to consistently follow best practices: (C1) Com-
plexity and diversity of system interactions. Cluster net-
working has evolved into a complex distributed system of
many interdependent subsystems. The cross product of the
system’s behavioral axes, the variety of operations it supports,
and the range of services that perform operations result in
a huge surface area where best practices might need to be
adhered to. (C2) Difficulty isolating failure domains. Fail-
ure domain isolation reduces correlated failures. But cluster
networks are fundamentally coupled as they must connect to
each other and exchange routing messages through a wide
area network (WAN) [29, 30]. Additionally, centralized oper-
ational teams and systems with global responsibilities create
coupling through their day-to-day operations. (C3) Need to
balance safety vs. operational velocity. Aggressive rate lim-
iting can create a logjam of business-critical network updates.
In practice, operators must resort to some degree of concur-
rency to keep up. Moreover, certain issues might only be
triggered in later stages such that progressive rollout alone
is not sufficient. (C4) Software development velocity over-
head. Strict adherence to best practices comes with high de-
velopment costs, particularly for a foundational service like
cluster networking that cannot always make use of common
implementations of convenient abstractions (e.g., distributed
storage). Mandating a high-level of rigor for best practice ad-
herence across the dozens of teams and hundreds of engineers
that maintain individual subcomponents is at odds with the
desire to maintain high software development velocity.

In this paper, we ask: is it feasible to limit the systems
where strict adherence to best practices is required, so that
availability of the network is not dependent on the best in-
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tentions of every engineer and operator? We describe our
experiences with CAPA, the “containment and prevention
architecture” we have designed and implemented with the
goal of systematically enforcing best practices while avoiding
the need for all subsystems to be encumbered by enforcement.
We enumerate all of the features we have found through expe-
rience to be necessary in order to achieve our goal.

Following [33], CAPA introduces a new regulation layer
which separates the (preexisting) production critical layer
below from the (preexisting) operations workflow layer above.
CAPA defines and enforces rules for each layer.

• The production critical layer encompasses the network
control and data planes responsible for handling appli-
cation payload. The components in this layer adhere to
strict failure domain containment.

• The operations workflow layer contains capacity plan-
ning, modeling, and rollout workflows that produce be-
havioral intents for the production layer based on busi-
ness needs. The services in this layer make no changes
to the production critical layer directly, and instead proxy
intended changes via the regulation layer.

• The regulation layer initiates behavioral changes to com-
ponents in the production critical layer, and modulates
changes by providing rate limiting, health supervision,
and fast rollback of certain operations.

Going well beyond [33], we describe in detail throughout
the paper how CAPA engages with challenges C1-C4. To
address the complexity of system interactions (C1) CAPA’s
regulation layer (i) ensures that management operations first
‘drain’ (move traffic away from) the data plane entities they
are about to mutate as a mitigation against unexpected side
effects, and (ii) enforces protected cross-section bandwidth,
a novel invariant that ensures ‘drain’ requests (and therefore
operations per (i)) are blocked until there is enough available
capacity to safely accommodate the operation (§3.1, §4.1).

To prevent correlated failures across zones (C2), the regula-
tion layer rate-limits management operations across the fleet
to prevent them from concurrently affecting too many zones,
and the production critical layer ensures via ACL enforce-
ment that outbound control messages originating from within
a zone are disallowed thereby limiting blast radius and ensur-
ing “low-dependency” bootstrap capability (§4.1, §4.2). One
of the few unavoidable exceptions for outgoing ACL enforce-
ment are BGP routing updates, which are needed because
cluster networks must maintain connectivity via the WAN. To
mitigate correlated failures that propagate through BGP, we
have developed fail-static fallback routing that allows clus-
ter networks to maintain WAN connectivity even when dy-
namic BGP routing fails (§4.3). When dynamic BGP routing
fails, our border routers continue forwarding packets through
pre-programmed static routes to existing traffic engineering
tunnels in the data plane. Although these backup routes may

be less optimal, many packets will continue arriving at their
destination thanks to end-host repathing mechanisms [52, 65]
as long as a working path exists in the data plane.

Although CAPA does not directly change the parameters of
the safety vs. operational velocity tradeoff (C3), its regulation
layer provides a central place where policies such as protected
cross-section bandwidth and maximum concurrency can be
adjusted (§4.1). Centralized policy definition reduces fric-
tion in the ongoing tussle between safety stakeholders and
operational velocity stakeholders within the company [12].

In CAPA, only systems in the production critical layer have
strict failure domain isolation requirements. Developers at
the operations workflow layer are unhindered by these re-
quirements (C4), e.g., they can rely on high-level abstractions
and build globally scoped systems which are easier to build
and reason about [43]. Since all outputs from the workflow
layer are filtered through the regulation layer before propagat-
ing to the production critical layer, we largely avoid coupling
between globally scoped workflow layer systems and the care-
fully contained failure domains in the production layer.

CAPA has helped us make considerable progress towards
systematic enforcement of production best practices, which
improves both baseline availability and failure domain inde-
pendence. We perform a qualitative retrospective analysis
of relevant outages (including before CAPA’s deployment)
to show that 84% could have been prevented or mitigated
by CAPA. Moreover, our fleet’s annual incident rate has
decreased by more than 73% from pre- to post-deployment.
As CAPA was our primary investment in reliability improve-
ments, given the substantial improvements and a number of
“near-miss” success stories, it is fair to attribute most of this
improvement to the design and deployment of CAPA. At the
same time, our work is not complete; we characterize inci-
dents where CAPA did not help, highlighting key limitations.

2 Background

2.1 Cloud deployment patterns

The grouping of servers connected by a datacenter fabric
is called a cluster, and we therefore refer to the datacen-
ter network fabric as a cluster network. Compute resources
are presented as zones (≥ 1 co-located clusters) and regions
(≥ 3 zones) to customers. Cloud customers use these build-
ing blocks for a range of deployment patterns, from non-
replicated services to multi-region replication [7, 15, 23].

In order to provide 99.9% zonal availability, each zone can
only tolerate ~4 minutes per month of downtime. This implies
that any failure event that requires human intervention will
almost certainly render a zone as out of service-level-objective
(SLO). Correlated failures (those that simultaneously affect
multiple zones) are particularly problematic as they negate
the customer’s replication efforts.
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2.2 Cluster networking

As described in [18, 49, 56], Google’s software-defined net-
work (SDN), a.k.a. “cluster network service”, includes:

• The data plane switches of a Jupiter [49, 56] fabric, in-
cluding their operating system and firmware stack.

• SDN applications, responsible for programming
switches, tracking link state, traffic matrices, etc.

• The dedicated machines called network control servers
(NCS) that run the SDN applications. These machines
are completely independent from normal machines.

• The dedicated instance of the Borg [63] cluster scheduler
that manages the NCS.

• A separate control plane network (CPN) that provides
out-of-band connectivity between the NCS machines
and data plane switches.

Figure 5 depicts the relationship between these components.
Steady state behavior refers to how—in the absence of on-

going management operations—the cluster network service
treats the user payload (network packets) while responding
to changes in the runtime environment (e.g., shifts in traffic,
links failures). The primary expectation from users is reach-
ability from cluster machines to destinations both inside the
cluster and outside (through the WAN) with expected latency,
packet loss rates, and bandwidth.

We define an outage as an event where the network service
behavior fails to meet user expectations, defined precisely
as active prober packet loss or latency exceeding predefined
thresholds. Examples include blackholes, capacity loss that
leads to congestion, or suboptimal pathing.

2.3 Best practices for operations and their im-
plementation challenges

Since management operations are a common cause of outages,
several studies have analyzed outage incidents [1, 8, 25, 44]
and proposed best practices for operating networks with high
availability. We recap the most relevant practices, as well as
challenges we have faced in enforcing them.

Failure domain containment. System designers should
identify failure domains (e.g., groupings of physical entities
which share power supply, cooling, software control, etc.) and
enforce as much as isolation as possible between domains in
order to minimize the risk that a failure’s “blast radius” will
extend beyond domain boundaries.1 Failure domain isolation
also reduces the risk of lockout during disaster recovery, since

1Failure domains are hierarchical. For example, top-of-rack (ToR)
switches reside in the same physical failure domain as the machines on the
rack; each ToR connects to multiple middleblocks (another failure domain);
the middleblocks reside within an aggregation block which are designed
to be both physically independent from other blocks (separate power and
cooling supplies) and logically independent (separate software control) [18].

proper isolation requires systems to avoid cyclic dependen-
cies involved in bootstrapping the failure domain (e.g., the
cluster network service cannot depend on a distributed storage
service which in turn depends on the cluster network service).

In practice system designers need to strike a balance be-
tween minimizing blast radius and minimizing system com-
plexity and cost (C1, C2). For example, some exceptions need
to be made in practice for communication (e.g., BGP routing
messages) that is allowed to cross failure domain boundaries.

Progressive, supervised change rollout. Faulty operations
can lead to service disruptions or violations of failure do-
main containment. To mitigate these risks, changes should
be rolled out gradually. Progressive rollout alone does not
improve safety; the health of the system needs to be closely
supervised throughout the rollout, otherwise the network re-
mains vulnerable to “slow wrecks” where service behavior
gradually but continuously degrades. To keep up with the vol-
ume of operations needed to sustain the business, the system
must strike a good balance between safety and velocity (e.g.,
level of concurrency) of operations (C3).

Monitoring and upholding invariants. Safety invariants
should be monitored during change rollout to maintain sys-
tem health [25]. Black-box metrics (those that do not assume
any knowledge of the internal implementation details of the
network, and therefore capture the user’s perspective), such
as remote procedure call (RPC) latency or success rates, are
effective at detecting failures regardless of root cause as soon
as the service behavior begins degrading [1] since they cap-
ture the exact conditions that the user experiences, but they
are not effective at detecting the degradation before it occurs.
Subject matter experts can also identify white-box invariants,
i.e. those that leverage implementation details of their sub-
systems (e.g., “at least 2 replicas should be responsive”), but
white-box invariants that generalize to a diversity of system
interactions have remained elusive (C1).

Provisioning capacity headroom. Provisioning more ca-
pacity than strictly needed to accommodate traffic improves
safety. For example, headroom ensures that when a man-
agement operation (especially those that require involvement
from human technicians) becomes stuck, the operation can
remain in a paused state without risking congestion on the
unaffected portions of the network. The costs of deploying
extra capacity can be amortized by serving low priority (QoS)
traffic during periods without ongoing operations.

Fast recovery. Fast recovery limits outage duration. In prac-
tice, recovery often requires humans to understand the situ-
ation and determine a recovery strategy. In a system with
many ongoing changes, it is not always obvious what needs
to be rolled back. Systems can also fail in ways that cannot
be recovered by rollback, e.g., if the outage wipes out data, or
prevents access to the system itself – a real concern for net-
working. Automated recovery that rolls back too aggressively
can also be at odds with operational velocity (C3).
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Figure 1: CAPA’s layering and enforcement architecture.

3 CAPA architecture Overview

Following [33], CAPA imposes layering onto our existing
software and hardware systems so that we can systematically
enforce best practices. As shown in Figure 1, these layers
consist of: (a) the production critical layer, comprising the
components (control plane and data plane) that are respon-
sible for delivery of application payload. We must ensure
failure independence (§4.2, §4.3) and high baseline availabil-
ity in this layer to meet service expectations (SLOs). (b) the
regulation layer, a small number of centrally maintained ser-
vices with exclusive access to the management interfaces in
the production critical layer. It upholds best practices by ap-
plying changes progressively (§4.1) while monitoring system
health and invoking automatic rollback of operations (“be-
havioral changes”) if needed (§3.1). The regulation layer
maintains the key invariant of ensuring sufficient bandwidth
at all cross-sections of the network (§3.1), and enforces global
rate-limiting to reduce the risk of correlated failures triggered
by faulty operations concurrently executing in different zones
(§4.1). (c) the operations workflow layer contains all other
systems responsible for carrying out network management
operations. This layer generates the intended behavior (con-
figuration) of the production critical layer, and realizes that
intent by invoking operations via the regulation layer.

3.1 Life cycle of an operation

Before detailing the mechanisms introduced by CAPA (§4),
we will walk through the life cycle of a management operation
as it progresses through CAPA’s layers.2 We choose a capacity
expansion as our example. Table 1 lists other operations.

Capacity expansion starting in the workflow layer. Based
on projected traffic demands, a forecasting service in the
workflow layer predicts that capacity will be needed on the

2§6 gives an overview of network management at Google prior to CAPA.

Category of Operation Frequency
Capacity expansion/contraction 1 per 3.6 months

Switch software upgrade 1 per 4 weeks
Controller software upgrade 1 per 2 weeks

Hardware repairs 1 per 35 minutes

Table 1: Categories of behavioral changes (“operations”) that our
networks undergo. Frequencies are computed as averages per cluster
network across all clusters over one year.
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Figure 2: Detailed view of the regulation layer.

WAN-facing links of the fabric border router (FBR) of a clus-
ter network. A capacity expansion workflow is initiated. It
begins by retrieving a model of which entities (e.g., fibers,
transceivers) will need to be added to the network [43]. The
workflow dispatches purchase orders (after human approval)
and waits for delivery of the new materials to the datacenter
floor. Once the materials arrive at the datacenter floor, the
capacity expansion workflow dispatches instructions to tech-
nicians on how to wire and qualify (e.g., verify that bit error
rate is sufficiently low for) new physical links. The physi-
cal changes needed for the capacity expansion are “append-
only,” meaning that technicians do not need to mutate any
pre-existing links carrying live traffic. We reserve spare ports
on both the FBR side and the WAN side to make this possible.

Capacity expansion processed by the regulation layer.
For scalability of routing updates, we maintain link aggre-
gation (“trunks”) at the WAN boundary: we split all WAN-
facing physical links into four trunks (each with distinct power
and cooling failure domains), and assign a single SDN control
domain responsible for routing over each trunk. Trunks are
the level of abstraction that the SDN routing stack operates
on; BGP sessions, next-hops, metric computations, etc. are
maintained on a per-trunk basis.

To bring the physical capacity into service, the capacity
expansion workflow needs to reconfigure each of the SDN
control domain’s configuration for the trunk it routes over.
The workflow first drains traffic from the links under the con-
trol domain’s purview before initiating any reconfiguration,
primarily to protect against any unexpected side-effects of the
operation; as discussed in §5, unexpected side-effects have
historically been a prevalent cause of outages. The regulation
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Figure 3: The capacity augment workflow’s state machine. The
workflow repeatedly invokes APIs in the regulation layer, which are
enumerated in Table 2.

layer refuses to process operations that do not already have
drains covering the entities they affect.

The capacity expansion workflow invokes the Drain()
API on the SDN proxy in the regulation layer (Figure 3). The
SDN Proxy (Figure 2) validates the workflow’s permission
to perform Drain() (s1), and checks fleetwide rate limits
for FBR Drain() (s2). Concurrency control and rate limits
reduce the scope of temporally correlated failures by limiting
the number of domains that may be affected (§4.1).

Enforcing cross-section capacity. The regulation layer en-
forces that all target elements should be drained before pro-
ceeding with the operation: besides protecting against inadver-
tent impact on live traffic, this invariant allows the Drain()
API to double as a semaphore that guards the network’s band-
width while allowing concurrent operations.

Figure 4 depicts how Drain() doubles as a semaphore.
Multiple operations, each requesting drains, can proceed con-
currently so long as the effective (“residual”) capacity in all
relevant cross-sections of the network are above a threshold
(see §4.1 for details). Example network cross-sections on a
per cluster network basis include: all WAN-facing links, inter-
aggregation-block links, intra-aggregation-block links, top-of-
rack (ToR) to middleblock links, and control plane network
links between SDN controllers and data plane switches [56].
Cross-sections can be overlapping and hierarchical, e.g., we
seek to prevent partitions of any particular aggregation block,
but we also protect aggregate interblock bandwidth.

Operations are blocked when the threshold is reached, but
they can proceed as soon as the previously in-progress opera-
tions conclude and restore capacity by issuing an Undrain().
The semaphore also gracefully accounts for unplanned main-
tenance (hardware failures/repairs): failures reduce effective
capacity, thus blocking subsequent planned operations.3

From a workflow’s perspective, Drain() is atomic, i.e.,
if it succeeds, the residual network is in a safe state and
the drained entities are safe to operate on. The SDN proxy
processes Drain() requests in a serial order within each clus-
ter network, which prevents deadlock so long as each work-
flow requests a single Drain() at a time. In the case that
there is insufficient effective bandwidth (or some other health

3Drain thresholds are chosen to minimize the probability that unplanned
failures cause the system to be unable to service customer traffic without
congestion. Humans are alerted in the rare event that this occurs.
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Figure 4: Example of drain thresholds (“ensure minimum cross-
section bandwidth”) acting as a semaphore for regulating concurrent
operations. Op3 is blocked until capacity is released by Op1/Op2.

Interface Description
SDN Controllers
Config() Configuration used by SDN apps. Includes fabric

topology, routing policies, etc.
Drain/
Undrain()

Deprefer the targeted elements from the routing so-
lution. May require coordination across domains.

Dataplane and CPN Switches
Install() Updates software running on the switch.
Config() Modifies non-routing behavior, e.g., port speeds.
Qual() Initiates disruptive bit-error-rate test on a port.
NCS Cluster Scheduler
Add/Remove
Machine()

Modify set of servers running NCS jobs.

Create/Update/
DeleteJob()

Create, update or delete the jobs to run in the cluster.

Config() Updates resource management policies.
NCS
Install/Update() Install or update the firmware and OS of the server.
Restart/
Shutdown()

Reboot or shutdown the server.

Table 2: List of RPC interfaces for management plane operations
on various components in the cluster networking service (non-
exhaustive).

check fails, as we describe below), the Drain() invocation is
blocked and leaves no side effects until it is unblocked.

Applying the drain and configuration changes. The SDN
Proxy actuates the Drain() by invoking management inter-
faces on the production critical layer (s4). Once the Drain()
completes, the workflow may proceed with reconfiguration
of trunks by invoking a Config() API4 on the SDN Proxy
within the regulation layer. Table 2 describes other manage-
ment APIs provided by the regulation layer.

The proxies execute the same steps (s1-s4) to actuate the
reconfiguration. Once reconfiguration is complete, the work-
flow will issue an Undrain() and repeat starting from the
Drain() for the next FBR SDN control domain.

Continuous health checks. Network health can change
rapidly and unexpectedly, e.g., from hardware failures, sud-
den traffic shifts, or unexpected side-effects of operations.

The regulation layer continuously checks two types of
health signals—black-box and white-box signals (introduced

4The format of the Config() change is arbitrarily defined by applica-
tion developers; in this case it describes which physical links the routing
controllers should aggregate together as a trunk.
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in §2.3)—both before (s3) and during (s4) the execution of
operations. While black-box signals are a lagging indicator of
problems (e.g., discards occur only after congestion reaches
unsafe levels), some white-box signals can act as preventive
leading signals. Protected cross-section bandwidth is an ex-
ample of a white-box invariant, and is the only invariant we
have found so far that generalizes to all operations. Other
examples include ensuring a minimum number of SDN ap-
plication replicas are live, checks on whether any parts of
the cluster networks have entered fail-static [18], and bans on
certain orderings of operations that are known to cause issues.
Automated drain rollbacks. When servicing a Drain() in-
vocation, the SDN Proxy actuates the request incrementally
by repeatedly invoking management interfaces in the produc-
tion critical layer for a subset of the entities referenced in the
Drain(). If health checks ever fail (e.g., we detect packet
discards, or effective capacity drops below safe thresholds)
and only a subset of the entities in the Drain() have com-
pleted, the SDN Proxy can automatically roll back (s5) the
partially executed Drain(). If a Drain() has already been
acknowledged as completed to the workflow, we cannot cur-
rently rollback those drains. As part of our future work (§6),
we are exploring automated rollback of the operations that
proceed after the Drain() has been acknowledged.

4 Detailed Design

4.1 Rate-Limiting & Concurrency Control
As described in §3.1, the regulation layer performs rate-
limiting and concurrency control. Rate-limiting helps main-
tain failure independence by limiting temporally correlated
outages that arise from concurrent operations. Rate-limiting
also maintains baseline availability by increasing the proba-
bility that issues are caught early in low-risk cluster networks.
Rate-limiting enforcement. Google uses MALT [43] to
represent the elements in our network, their attributes, and
their relationships with each other. Using this representation,
a global service in the regulation layer builds a fleet-wide
model of cluster level failure domains and sub-cluster fail-
ure domains (e.g., aggregation blocks) within each cluster.
The global service also provides a rate-limiting policy con-
figuration to set the maximum concurrency allowed across
(hierarchical) failure domains to balance velocity and pro-
duction risk. Policies are jointly decided by stakeholders in
engineering and operations teams on a per use-case basis.

Equipped with modeling and policy, the global rate-limiting
system ensures that only the desired number of entities are
operated on concurrently or within a time epoch. For example,
we can set policies to limit concurrent capacity expansions
to only N clusters globally, or require 15 minutes between
successive operations on each of all 4 FBR domains within
each cluster such that at most N clusters can lose at most 25%
of FBR capacity within a 15-minute window.

The rate-limiting system accounts for the full hierarchy of
failure domains in making its decisions, e.g., to perform an
operation such as a Drain() upon a middleblock in a partic-
ular cluster, all rate-limiting policies that apply to Drain()
operations will be checked. Any ongoing operations in that
middleblock will be checked against policies that apply to
middleblocks; then, ongoing operations in the aggregation
block that the middlebock resides in will be checked against
policies that apply to aggregation blocks, and so on through
the cluster, zone, region, and global levels [56]. The oper-
ation will be allowed to proceed only if all policies defined
at all levels of the hierarchy deem that the operation is in
compliance with rate-limiting.
Concurrency control and capacity headroom. Rate-
limiting policies are defined according to the scope of entities
that operations intend to mutate. In some cases, operations
affect a larger set of entities than intended. Protected cross-
section bandwidth and Drain() as a semaphore further pro-
tect against unintended side-effects and “slow wrecks” where
rollout supervision fails to detect degradation.

The threshold for protected cross-section bandwidth (capac-
ity headroom) is largely determined by the level of redundancy
designed into the network. Across most dataplane cross-
sections (exceptions in §4.4) we employ 4 independently
operable (sub-cluster) failure domains; only 3 are needed
to maintain sufficient capacity to avoid outages, leading to
25% capacity headroom. In our example (§3.1), there are 4
independent FBR domains. Similarly, within an aggregation
block, we have 4 middleblocks, and we have 4 interblock
routing domains [49]. In the control plane network, we gener-
ally have 2-way redundancy of switches and paths, so CAPA
does not allow draining either unless both are healthy.

4.2 Failure Domain Containment
Separating the operations workflow layer from the produc-
tion critical layer, and rate-limiting operations through the
regulation layer helps prevent temporally correlated failures.
However, this protection is only effective if the failure do-
mains themselves are well contained.

Appropriately defined failure domain boundaries should
align physical points of failure (e.g., power and cooling) with
software control. Once failure domain boundaries are defined,
we must audit dependencies between software components to
ensure that there is no unintentional communication across
boundaries. Most interactions among our system components
take place over RPCs.5 For containment, cluster network ser-
vice components within one datacenter network are not al-
lowed outbound or inbound modify6 RPCs to other cluster net-
works or other layers (depicted in Fig. 1). To enforce this rule
we use a combination of (1) token-based authentication [26],
e.g., ACLs to prevent all outbound RPCs, (2) locking down

5Exceptions include BGP (§4.3), NTP (§4.4), and DHCP.
6We allow read-only inbound RPCs to facilitate monitoring.
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Figure 5: The low-dependency boundary encompasses all elements
of the data plane, control plane network (CPN), network control
servers (NCS), and their software. RPCs to any services running in
normal machine racks or across the WAN are disallowed. (Interblock
connectivity and certain other elements not shown for legibility.)

all inbound management interfaces in the production critical
layer to the proxies in the regulation layer,7 and (3) monitor-
ing cross-domain RPCs to/from system components to detect
any interfaces that may inadvertently remained unprotected.

Failure domain containment enforcement extends to the
transitive closure of all the dependencies of the components
in the production critical layer, creating a foundational failure
domain containment structure that is robust to erosion as
the system evolves. We encourage but do not enforce the
same failure domain enforcement rules for sub-cluster failure
domains (e.g., individual aggregation blocks) in the cluster.

Low-Dependency Requirements. Our restriction on out-
bound RPCs implies that all components within the produc-
tion critical layer must be “low-dependency”, meaning that
dependencies outside the cluster network service are disal-
lowed. Figure 5 presents all the elements within the low-
dependency boundary. All cluster network service software
on switches and SDN control applications on NCS machines
must be designed without any outside dependencies on soft-
ware services that run in the normal machine racks either in
the same cluster or another cluster. Low-dependency is an ex-
pensive requirement to meet as it precludes use of convenient,
broadly understood, high-level infrastructure services, such
as multi-zonal replicated storage systems, work queues, load
balancers, authentication mechanisms, etc.

Ultimately this burden is required considering (i) avoid-
ing circular dependencies on network connectivity simplifies
bootstrap and disaster recovery (further discussion in §6), and

7We are further strengthening these boundaries using separate crypto-
graphic scopes for each failure domain. This reduces the principals that may
act across failure domains even in the face of security incidents.

(ii) the requirement encourages a minimal “trusted comput-
ing base” of services that are absolutely needed to maintain
steady state behavior. Minimalism reduces the components in
the production critical layer and therefore reduces the number
of subsystems that can cause an outage.

4.3 Static routes for WAN interconnects

Inter-domain BGP routing updates are one of the few un-
avoidable exceptions to RPC boundary containment. WAN
connectivity requirements are in tension with failure domain
isolation as BGP messages themselves are a vector for cor-
related failures. BGP has multiple properties that make it
source of historical outages at Google, including:

1. BGP speakers disseminate information rapidly, which
can cause multi-zonal outages from a bad update.

2. BGP speakers lack a global view and make uncoordi-
nated best-path decisions; this can result in replicated
speakers creating loops (each peer believing the other has
the preferred next-hop) and unintended route withdraws
(e.g., when loops are detected, or when each speaker
deprefers its own next-hops).

3. In default configurations, BGP ties together liveness of
the data plane and the control plane through keep-alive
messages. Upon three missed keep-alive messages, the
peer is assumed to have failed and routes are withdrawn,
even if the data plane is healthy. This is particularly
problematic for SDN where the BGP speaker is separate
from the dataplane switches.

To achieve failure domain isolation we require additional
defense-in-depth for BGP. We rely on BGP message filter-
ing [13] for defending against (1) and (2), and implement a
static route fallback policy for the WAN and CPN routes for
(3). Conceptually, fail-static routing splits BGP-based connec-
tivity into two parallel routing systems: traditional, dynamic
(optimal) routing via BGP, and a simpler, rarely changing,
safe but suboptimal set of “static” routes. The fail-static policy
makes traffic fall back to the static routes whenever dynamic
routes become unavailable, thus substantially reducing corre-
lated failures that are triggered by unavailability of the BGP
control plane without complete loss of the data plane.8

From the perspective of the fabric border routers within the
cluster network, static routes are configured as a virtual output
port that switches can send traffic out in the event of dropped
dynamic BGP messages. We implement static routes in the
WAN as either traffic-engineering tunnels that fail-static (for
B4 [30]), or redistribution of cached routes even when BGP
keep-alive timers have expired.

8In the event of complete data plane partition, packet loss will still occur
once the packets reach the partition.
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Static routes can be updated progressively in accordance
with best practices, at the cost of temporary mismatch with pri-
mary (BGP) routes. In an application of the end-to-end prin-
ciple [53], these periods of mismatch are generally acceptable
thanks to an end-host mechanism that repaths onto healthy
paths [52]. Since cluster networks represent leaf nodes of the
WAN, we have so far been able to prevent loops while rolling
out updates to static routes (see 4.5 for discussion).

4.4 Exceptions
We allow a few exceptions to the Drain()-before-operate rule
when we conclude that the benefits of simplification outweigh
the risks. For example, except for decommission operations,
we do not require Drain() for changes to ToR switches as
their failure domain is a handful of machines; further, many
racks do not have redundant ToRs, so draining the ToRs would
require vacating the underlying machines. Similarly, although
we require Drain() before config changes to (sharded) FBR
control domains, we have concluded that sharding of SDN
control domains is not worth the complexity cost for our
aggregation blocks. We therefore allow config changes to
those control domains without requiring the data plane entities
under their purview to be drained.

We also allow a few exceptions to the “low-dependency”
restriction, which we permit either to ease the transition from
a historical dependency, e.g., Network Time Protocol (NTP)
from another cluster during bootup, or as an optimization,
e.g., host level telemetry to drive optimal traffic engineering.
These exceptions create a lockout risk, but we require the
teams to have well-tested fallback mechanisms so that the
cluster service can recover in absence of these dependencies.

4.5 Known Limitations
No Progress Guarantees. It is possible for workflows to be
blocked indefinitely by CAPA’s safety policies. In such cases
a human operator must intervene. For example, although
CAPA prevents workflows from deadlocking on each other
(by serializing drains on a per-workflow basis), a single work-
flow can still deadlock on itself by inadvertently requesting
concurrent drains and assuming they will be processed atomi-
cally. A deadlocked workflow blocks other workflows.
Drains Can Degrade Application Performance. Our de-
mand forecasting systems seek to provision capacity so that
high priority customer traffic can be serviced without conges-
tion. We allow customers to send extra low priority (‘BE’)
traffic in order to amortize the cost of capacity headroom,
but we reserve the right to drop BE traffic when maintenance
needs to perform drains. That said, CAPA does not formally
enforce these contracts with customers; in practice we have
found that some customers complain when small percentages
of BE traffic is dropped, and applications can also send high
priority traffic in excess of planned capacity.

No Provable Guarantee of BGP Loop-Freeness. Although
we have never experienced loops introduced by BGP static
routes (e.g. a loop introduced when one peer continues to use
dynamic routes while the other falls back to static routes), we
have no proof that they are impossible.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate CAPA with three methodologies:9

1. We enumerate examples of real production incidents
where CAPA successfully prevented or mitigated out-
ages, to examine CAPA’s mechanisms in practice.

2. We conduct a comprehensive retrospective analysis of
outages affecting our cluster networks from 2018 - 2022
that had behavioral change as their root cause to un-
derstand where CAPA would have been beneficial and
where CAPA still has safety gaps. Some of these outages
pre-dated CAPA, due to the fact that we incrementally
rolled out CAPA’s features over multiple years. That
said we verify that CAPA’s (current) safety mechanisms
do in fact mitigate/prevent outages where CAPA would
have been applicable by requiring as part of our outage
postmortem process that engineers eventually reproduce
the outage conditions in an automated test environment
to verify that (new) CAPA features work as intended.

3. We examine quantitative data (active network probes)
to show incidence trend and severity of management
plane related outages. Although this does not establish
causality, CAPA was our primary investment in relia-
bility improvements; given quantitative correlation and
the first two qualitative evaluations, we can reasonably
attribute these gains to CAPA.

For both the qualitative analysis and the quantitative analy-
sis, we only consider outages which exceeded ≥ 5% packet
loss across all active probers (§5.4) in at least one cluster net-
work, and lasted for ≥ 5 minutes. We refer to such incidents
as “bad fabric incidents.” A single outage may cause multiple
bad fabric incidents if it affects multiple cluster networks.

5.1 Methodology Discussion
We must cope with three challenges in evaluating CAPA:

1. Our customers will not tolerate us running randomized
control trials (“A/B tests”) on our deployed reliability
mechanisms. Moreover, even if we were able to do so,
there is strong evidence that the underlying distribution
of outage severity is memoryless (“long-tailed”), imply-
ing that we would need to run A/B tests over a multi-year
period for statistical soundness.

9Since CAPA does not directly change the parameters of the safety vs.
operational velocity tradeoff, we consider it out of scope.
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2. Cluster networking, operational workflows, fleet size and
CAPA’s capabilities are constantly evolving; we have in-
crementally rolled out its features over several years, and
continuously make modifications to our safety policies.
Hence, there is no single system to be evaluated.

3. We cannot gather a comprehensive list of all “near-miss”
success stories where CAPA prevented outages because
it is infeasible to precisely define those circumstances.

While we cannot establish causality, we believe our eval-
uation methodology effectively illuminates CAPA’s impact,
particularly given that CAPA was our only investment into
hardening against faulty management operations. We em-
ploy the same qualitative analyses internally to evaluate new
investments into availability improvements.

5.2 Success stories
We first describe a selection of incidents where CAPA suc-
cessfully prevented or mitigated outages.
Layer separation, rate limiting, health monitoring and
fail stop. As noted, Google uses a network model [43] to
express intended state of our networks. Operational systems
continuously monitor differences in the current and intended
state of the network, and initiate operations to apply the in-
tended state. A bug in the modeling system mistakenly up-
dated the models for all the clusters globally. Automation,
unaware of the buggy nature of the change, detected the dif-
ferences and initiated a huge number of concurrent operations
to apply new configuration to all dataplane switches.

CAPA limited the concurrency and rate of changes, moni-
tored the health of cluster networks, and raised alerts about an
unusual backlog of operations. The Drain()-before-operate
rule prevented the few operations that were allowed within the
rate limits from causing congestion. Separation between the
operations workflow layer and the production critical layer
prevented a buggy global intent from propagating unabated
to the fleet, and rate limiting created temporal separation
between operations that—if allowed to execute immediately—
would have created correlated failures across multiple zones.
Ensuring disruptive operations are covered by drain. A
workflow responsible for decommissioning ToR switches had
a bug resulting an intent to decommission ToRs across multi-
ple aggregation blocks instead of the single originally planned
block. The bad intent propagated through several planning
systems, but the “ensure operations are covered by drain” val-
idation at the regulation layer rejected the downstream intent
after detecting that some ToRs were still serving traffic. If the
intent had been allowed to propagate to routing systems, the
machines under those ToRs would have become partitioned.
Protected cross-section bandwidth. Our switch config roll-
out workflow first checks if a switch is drained for repairs,
and if so skips pushing configs to that switch until the repair
case is resolved (since the switch is likely unresponsive). The

database that tracks switches under repairs was undergoing
a migration to a new format; to reduce human toil during
the migration, the config rollout workflow was modified to
query either the old or new format. The rollout workflow
misinterpreted the new format, causing it to skip pushing
configs to switches that were not under repairs. At a later
point, another workflow started to upgrade the software of
the switches. The upgraded software on the skipped switches
was unable to interpret the stale config, causing the switches
to crash and consequently be excluded by routing. The result
was capacity imbalance at the WAN boundary. The regulation
layer detected that cross-section bandwidth had dropped be-
low safe thresholds, and stopped the switch software upgrade
workflow from breaking additional switches.

BGP fail static. Maglev [14] is a datacenter-scale load bal-
ancing service. It relies on virtual IP addresses (VIPs) which
map to machines in the datacenter. Jupiter’s traffic engi-
neering system [49] relies on telemetry about traffic volume
to program optimal paths to IP prefixes. A bug in Maglev
software created telemetry reports with invalid VIP prefixes,
which were duly discarded by Jupiter’s traffic engineering
system. However, without telemetry data, routing entered a
fall-back mode using equal-cost-multi-path (ECMP) instead
of the more efficient weighted-cost-multi-path (WCMP). As
a result, several equal-cost prefixes were aggregated to a sin-
gle, larger IP prefix that was not present in the export list for
the WAN, causing the BGP prefix to be withdrawn. When
the WAN stopped receiving dynamic advertisements, CAPA’
static routes kicked in, successfully keeping WAN traffic flow-
ing when it otherwise would have started blackholing.

5.3 Retrospective analysis of outages

We retrospectively analyze all outages triggered by manage-
ment operations that resulted in at least one bad fabric incident
between 2018 - 2022. Many incidents pre-dated CAPA. We
analyze which of CAPA’s mechanisms either were, would
have been, or still are not applicable. Our retrospective analy-
sis does not establish statistical significance since the size of
the dataset is insufficient; our goal is instead to gain qualita-
tive insights into CAPA in the context of real incidents.

As Table 3 shows, CAPA’s mechanisms either were or
would have been applicable to 84% of outages. Table 3
demonstrates that no single ‘magic-bullet’ prevention mech-
anism exists, due to our systems’ wide diversity of fail-
ure modes. Some level of rate limiting was in place dur-
ing most outages, but without additional mechanisms (e.g.,
protected capacity), management workflows caused “slow
wrecks” where the network gradually degraded until an out-
age occurred. Similarly, gaps in failure domain containment
allowed a few operations to affect many failure domains.
5.3.1 Retrospective case studies

GCP Incident 19009. A significant outage [24] affected
Google services globally due to misalignment of job schedul-
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Mechanism Prevent or Mitigate

Rate limiting, monitoring, and fail stop 74%
Protected cross-section bandwidth 47%
Failure domain containment 11%
Fail-static for WAN interconnects 21%

At least one applicable mechanism 84%
No applicable mechanism* 16%

Table 3: Counterfactual analysis of which CAPA mechanisms ei-
ther were applicable or would have been applicable in mitigating
or preventing all outages which resulted in at least one bad fabric
incident and which had an operation as root cause trigger from 2018
- 2022. Multiple mechanisms could be applicable for any particular
outage. *See §5.3.2.

ing and SDN controller (Orion) failure domains, where a
single job controller managed multiple Orion domains. A
reconfiguration intended for a single job scheduler triggered
cascading failures that brought down all Orion jobs for a
large number of zones. This outage underscored the need for
considering the transitive closure of dependencies for failure
containment: although the SDN controllers, NCS machines,
dataplane switches were all in separate failure domains, the
job scheduler was not considered as part of the containment.

This outage could have been limited to a single cluster with
proper failure domain containment. BGP fail-static would
have further mitigated the outage since WAN dataplane con-
nectivity was functional despite failed Orion jobs.
IncidentB. Dataplane switches require a reboot after cer-
tain operations, and are expected to signal to regulation layer
proxies to trigger reboot. For a new management operation,
the switch failed to signal the reboot requirement. A switch
configuration rollout exercising this new operation gradually
caused a large number of switches to enter an unhealthy state.
Orion misinterpreted the lack of responsiveness from these
switches as being due to CPN connectivity issues, and then
entered massive fail-open (MFO) where it refused to program
new routes [18].10 MFO complicated recovery, since engi-
neers had to find an emergency override to reboot undrained
switches rather than typical drain APIs.

If CAPA had required drains before pushing configs to
fabric switches (as it does now), impact could have been
avoided. Even if drained switches still broke upon receiving
the new config, not all switches would have been affected
since protected cross-section bandwidth would have halted
drain requests (and therefore config pushes) once the affected
entities in the cross-section exceeded a threshold.
IncidentC. The workflow responsible for choosing locations
of new machine racks on the datacenter floor relies on human

10MFO is a feature in Orion wherein routing apps halt upon unresponsive-
ness from a large number of dataplane switches. The premise is that switches
may become disconnected from the routing apps, but may be serving the
dataplane just fine, so it is better to keep the current forwarding state instead
of routing around unresponsive switches and steering traffic towards a small
number of responsive switches thereby creating congestion.

provided layout. An error caused racks to be targeted to the
wrong datacenter. A ToR turnup workflow concluded that
rather than adding new ToRs, it needed to update locations of
existing ToRs. To do this, the workflow deletes entities in the
model and adds them back with updated locations. A different
workflow designed to monitor new intents and push configs
detected the difference between the delete step and the add-
back step and inadvertently decommissioned a large number
of live ToRs. Black-box monitoring did not detect packet loss,
since the monitoring system itself decommissioned probing
jobs running under those deleted ToRs.

The impact could have been avoided if CAPA had checked
whether drains were in place before instructing the SDN to
remove ToRs.11 Rate limiting configuration pushes to the
controllers of the aggregation blocks would not have stopped
the operations since the health signal was also affected.
5.3.2 Retrospective and other known safety gaps.

We share experiences with a selection of outages where
CAPA’s mechanisms did not fully prevent an outage. We also
list other known safety gaps. These highlight that as much as
CAPA has improved reliability, there is still work to do.

IncidentD. During a capacity augment, operators inad-
vertently disconnected undrained physical links. CAPA’s
Drain()-before-operate works well to prevent software from
making such mistakes, but not humans in the physical world.
We have invested in user experience improvements (e.g.,
pagers, real-time feedback) to reduce these risks, but actions
in the physical world cannot be programmatically stopped.

IncidentE. A bug in interaction between Drain() and rout-
ing applications caused BGP announcements to be revoked
before intra-fabric routing finished moving outbound traffic
away from WAN-facing links. This resulted in an abrupt
loss of forwarding state and packet loss blips for 7 minutes
until the intra-fabric routing converged. We have drawn two
lessons from this incident: (i) Unsurprisingly, CAPA’s own
mechanisms can have bugs and hence it is important to have a
multi-layer defense. Draining traffic (even if buggy), together
with rate limiting as a second layer of defense, contained the
duration and the blast radius. (ii) It is important to monitor
that each layer is working as intended, so that multiple layers
are not simultaneously impaired thereby increasing risk.

IncidentF. A workflow made a modeling change that affected
both switch and Orion configs. Later, an unrelated workflow
inadvertently pushed those configs to Orion but not switches.
This resulted in a version mismatch, causing switches to
fall back to ECMP rather than WCMP. ECMP resulted in
higher utilization on links with slower speeds. The issue went
undetected until the workflow pushed config to enough do-
mains to cause congestion and packet loss. Although CAPA’s
cross-section capacity monitoring was in place, the imple-

11We except ToRs from Drain()-before operate for config pushes direct
to a single ToR (§ 4.4), but we still require drains for configuration changes
whenever a large multiple ToRs are affected simultaneously.
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Metric 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Bad Fabric Incidents 1.0x 2.36x 0.28x 0.23x 0.27x
Cumulative Duration 1.0x 5.96x 0.44x 0.10x 0.18x

Table 4: Counts and cumulative duration of “bad fabric incidents”
across the fleet (cluster networks with ≥5% loss for ≥5 minutes)
that had an operation as their trigger, normalized to the number of
switches in the fleet at the beginning of the year, relative to the
normalized count for 2018. A single cluster network may undergo
≥1 bad fabric incident. See 5.1 for interpretation of this data.

mentation at the time (now fixed) failed to account for ECMP
behavior over heterogeneous link speeds. This outage illus-
trates a broader challenge: although cross-section capacity is
a remarkably effective health signal, we must continuously
update our interpretation of capacity signals to keep astride
with advancements in routing.
Other known safety gaps: Beyond these three cases, we are
aware of a number of other safety gaps:
Organic failures: CAPA is designed to mitigate impact from
planned changes rather than organic failures such as link cuts
(though it does protect capacity headroom, thereby increasing
the chance that the network can accommodate traffic despite
failures). Similarly, CAPA does not address outages triggered
by coincidental or malicious user behavior (e.g., DDoS at-
tacks, or packets of death). We consider protection against
such problems as part of the baseline functionality of the
cluster network service which should be addressed through
multi-path routing, testing, packet filtering, etc.
Infrequently used disaster recovery tools: In CAPA we have
allowed both the workflow and regulation layers to be high
dependency, i.e., the services in this layer can depend on
higher layer services such as distributed storage that poten-
tially depend on multiple cluster networks. This allows cre-
ation of cyclic dependencies which create lockout risk during
large-scale outages (e.g., GCP Incident 19009 [24]), where
sufficient clusters are degraded to render the higher level ser-
vices unavailable. To address this gap, we provide separate
“breakglass” management tools that can be used when low-
dependency recovery is required. Fortunately these tools
are infrequently used; but infrequency of use increases the
chances of encountering bugs when the tools are actually
needed. We address this by regular testing at smaller scale
and maximizing the shared libraries between the breakglass
tools and systems used on a day-to-day basis.

5.4 Quantitative data
Application-perceived availability is determined by the source,
destination, and service class (priority) the application uses to
send messages. We employ active probing where a subset of
machines continuously send packets of various QoS classes
to each other in order to monitor network availability.

Table 4 demonstrates trends in total bad fabric incidents
caused by management operations in a five-year period (2018

- 2022). We normalize these counts to the size of our fleet
(measured in terms of # of fabric switches across all cluster
networks) since the number of behavioral changes (and there-
fore potential # of outages) we execute is proportional to the
size of the fleet. Table 4 shows a 73% reduction in normalized
bad fabric incidents over the period.

Table 4 also shows cumulative duration of bad fabric inci-
dents caused by management operations. We observe a 82%
reduction in normalized duration. A single large outage in
2019 [24] accounts for 73% of cumulative bad fabric duration.

6 Discussion

Does CAPA apply beyond cluster networking? Failure
domain containment enforced via RPC ACLs is a generic
mechanism that is already used by other systems (e.g., cluster
schedulers). Layered enforcement and regulation (Fig. 1) is
also applicable to other production services, but it requires
clear separation of management plane interfaces from data-
plane interfaces, something that not all services do consis-
tently. Lastly, the idea of defense-in-depth through progres-
sive and supervised rollout is applicable to other services, but
it needs to be adapted to the specific context. For example, for
cluster scheduling it could mean that the resources allocated
to a service should be reduced progressively and should never
go below a configured threshold.

Is CAPA provably safe? CAPA’s architecture is based on
principled reasoning about failure domain containment and
separation of operational systems from the cluster network
service, but we cannot claim that it is provably safe, espe-
cially given reliance on domain specific heuristics, exceptions
(§4.4), and known safety gaps (§5.3.2). It is unclear whether
provably safe systems for continuously evolving and com-
plex systems like cluster networking are feasible, but the data
(§5.2, §5.4) clearly demonstrate that CAPA is effective for
real-world large-scale systems, while also providing motiva-
tion to continue to invest into improvements.

Should we use progressive updates in the production crit-
ical layer itself? In §5, we see a number of incidents that are
caused by rapidly propagating updates (e.g., route program-
ming) within the production critical layer. We have pondered
whether to rate-limit route programming in the production
critical layer itself. To date, we have decided against it, as
fast responses to organic events—such as switch/link failures,
changes in traffic conditions, or route availability from adja-
cent domains—are critical for predictable performance and
low packet loss in the steady state. While rapid route pro-
gramming undoubtedly increases risk of failures, we believe
the tradeoff is worthwhile so long as failures are rare and
contained to one cluster (ideally sub-cluster failure domains).

How has CAPA evolved? What’s next? CAPA’s design
is informed by experience accumulated since Google built
its first datacenter network. The datacenters were built with
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failure domain separation at physical, data and control plane
levels, but this separation was not enforced. We relied on
manual management operations (scripts invoked by humans)
in the early days, and then factored out management plane
functionality into dedicated services to reduce duplication
across scripts. Security and reliability concerns led to ac-
cess controls for these services. Datacenters becoming the
basis for Google Cloud accelerated both capacity and feature
growth, and underscored the need for more reliable opera-
tions. We invested in more advanced network modeling [43],
automation in operations, and principles of layering for pro-
duction operations. Large-scale outages like GCP incident
19009 [24] brought additional emphasis on considering the
full transitive closure of dependencies in failure domain con-
tainment, BGP fail-static, and low dependency recovery. Our
ongoing focus is on preventing erosion of enforcement over
time and driving new directions that will further improve the
safety and velocity of operations.

Automated rollback of operations beyond Drain(): An inter-
esting side-effect of 82% reduction in elapsed outage duration
is that newer outages are almost always unique and difficult
to prevent with simple principles, even with the benefit of
hindsight. This elevates the need for faster recovery. We are
working towards fully intent-driven network management that
will allow us to quickly roll back to known good state upon
failures. For this, we are extending rollback support beyond
in-flight Drain() operations, as well as uplevelling the reg-
ulation layer APIs to more directly express intent instead of
using the current imperative APIs (Table 2).

Upleveling SDN’s management interface: Today, workflows
reach their intended state by sequencing low-level imperative
APIs. Workflows are not aware of each other’s existence or
intent. CAPA has created safe guards that prevent outages,
but workflows are still vulnerable to data races and indefinite
blockages. We are working on up-leveling APIs and increased
awareness of concurrent workflows within the regulation and
production critical layers to prevent these outcomes.

7 Related Work

Layering for network management. In a keynote lecture,
Koley describes ZTN, a three-layered architecture that regu-
lates network management operations applied to Google’s
B2 and B4 wide area networks [33]. At the operational
layer, ZTN describes the importance of device-agnostic mod-
eling with MALT [43] and ‘what-if’ change planning with
TopoPlan [2] in advance of realizing those changes through
lower layers. ZTN introduces the concept of isolating op-
eration workflows from data/control planes by interposing
a regulation layer which can enforce best practices. CAPA
adopts the same principle of interposing regulation.

ZTN only briefly touches on other topics such as rate lim-
iting and invariant monitoring. We go well beyond ZTN by

describing the mechanisms we have built into CAPA which
we have found to all be necessary to ensure safety, includ-
ing drain-before-operate, protected cross section bandwidth,
fleet-wide rate limiting, ACL enforcement and auditing, low-
dependency requirements, and BGP static routes.
Production best practices. Several papers [1, 8, 25, 40, 44]
describe reliability best practices for distributed systems. We
do not propose novel best practices; we describe our expe-
rience in what mechanisms are necessary to systematically
enforce them within a thin “regulation” layer.
Network management. The literature on network analysis
and testing [28, 55, 67], simulation and emulation [35, 38, 69],
verification [10, 16, 19, 20, 31, 32, 50, 57] and synthe-
sis [37, 39, 42, 45, 59, 64] can be applied to change man-
agement. These mechanisms test or verify if changes are
safe to proceed before releasing them, or automatically gen-
erate correct configurations from intent. WAN failure do-
main containment [34], network update and change plan-
ning [2, 3, 36, 51, 54, 58, 68], drain operations [62], impact
analysis [21, 60, 68] and failure mitigation [17, 66] are also
applicable. These mechanisms allow network operators to
manage changes safely and effectively. This paper describes
our experience piecing together such mechanisms into a co-
hesive architecture. While existing literature describes sin-
gular aspects of systemically enforcing best practices, we
are unaware of any work describing experiences holistically
enforcing all best practices.
Failure studies. Prior studies [5, 27, 48, 48] have shown the
network to be among the major causes of cloud service out-
ages. Along that line, many failure studies particularly focus
on data center networks [4, 9, 11, 22, 25, 37, 38, 41, 47, 48,
61, 66, 70]. Among them, some studies [25, 40, 41] have
conclusions that motivate our paper or align with our obser-
vations: (1) planned changes and maintenance contribute to
a majority of the outages; (2) failures are inevitable in large
scale complex systems, and we need to proactively prepare for
failure (e.g., with failure domain isolation and fast recovery).
Though our paper examines outage case studies as a qualita-
tive evaluation of CAPA, our goal is not to comprehensively
analyze the characteristics of observed outages.

8 Conclusion

Production best practices are only effective if they can be reli-
ably enforced. CAPA demonstrates an approach for providing
enforcement of best practices without relying on the good in-
tent of every engineer and operator. CAPA has allowed us to
maintain availability while facing the practical realities of a
continually evolving and large scale production environment.

Even with a 73% reduction in incident rate and 82% re-
duction in outage duration, the pressure to deliver higher
availability, higher operational and feature development ve-
locity, and increased complexity in cluster networking means
that this area remains ripe for further innovation.
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